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Day 3
M O D U L ES  8  - 1 0

Module 8
SETTING UP YOUR TEAM TO MAXIMIZE YOUR TIME

Module 8
LESSON 1 – EMPLOYEE VS INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR
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Module 8, Lesson 1
- Employee vs Independent 
Contractor
Why Does the IRS Like Employees

◦ No argument over whether or not
they have a job

◦ Employees can’t lie about their 
compensation

◦ Taxes are remitted throughout the 
year

IRS believes most people – read 
that as over 90% - should be 
classified as employees

Module 8, Lesson 1
- Employee vs Independent 
Contractor
Why Employers Like Independent 
Contractors

◦ Do not have to pay overtime, 
holiday pay or vacation pay

◦ Do not have to give benefits
◦ Do not have to store employment 

documents
◦ No compliance issues
◦ Do not have to supervise
◦ Not part of your headcount
◦ Should have their own workers’ 

comp

Module 8, Lesson 1
- Employee vs Independent Contractor
Since companies can save a lot of money by misclassifying 
people, many do

So the IRS and most states have rules to determine if 
someone is an employee or IC

IRS 20 Factor Test

CA ABC Test
◦ A – the worker is free from the company’s control
◦ B – the job falls outside the Company’s “Usual Course of 

Business”
◦ C – the Worker typically operates a separate business from the 

company
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Module 8, Lesson 1
- Employee vs Independent 
Contractor
IRS hired more staff to audit 
classifications

If you want to hire an independent 
contractor

◦ See if they have an entity
◦ Get proof of other clients
◦ Get proposal + SOW or detailed 

service contract
◦ Make sure you understand how you 

will be billed
◦ Have them sign an Independent 

Contractor agreement

Module 8, Lesson 1
- Employee vs Independent Contractor
If you want to hire an employee

◦ Check eligibility – get I-9 completed with 
appropriate documentation
◦ Check testing with your attorney before proceeding

◦ Make hiring dependent on eligibility (in offer letter)

◦ Have a job profile for the job with how the 
person will be evaluated

◦ Get employee contract signed
◦ Get W-4 completed
◦ Notify your payroll company – use their 

guidance
◦ Payroll companies like ADP have expert staff to help with all 

kinds of questions about things like FMLA

◦ If employees are working in your office, get the 
correct posters

◦ Check on required insurance

Module 8
LESSON 2 –FIRST HIRE MADE EASY
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Module 8, Lesson 2
- First Hire Made 
Easy
Bookkeeper

◦ Unless your business is bookkeeping, your 
first hire is generally a bookkeeper.

◦ Need professional books if you go to court 
or are audited.
◦ It is a waste of your time to do your own 

bookkeeping
◦ Procrastinating over a bookkeeper will 

make it expensive to clean up
◦ You probably won’t have enough business 

initially to hire a full-time employee, so 
your options are
◦ Independent Contractor
◦ Service

Module 8, Lesson 2
- First Hire Made 
Easy

◦ Independent contractor is probably 
cheaper but there is no backup if 
they are sick etc.

◦ Service is more expensive, but you 
are paying for a result not a person. 
◦ Service may give you guarantees an 

IC will not
◦ Whichever you choose, read / write 

the SOW carefully.
◦ Make sure there are multiple clients
◦ Try to ensure they are used to 

dealing with people in your industry
◦ Sign any contract in the name of the 

LLC with you as the Manager

Module 8, Lesson 2
- First Hire Made Easy

◦ Ask for reports to be sent to you monthly and quarterly
◦ Question anything that doesn’t look right 

◦ Bookkeepers are not infallible, and you don’t want mistakes found by an auditor

◦ Don’t know where to find a bookkeeper
◦ Best way is always to get a referral from people you know

◦ Really lost?  Talk to me. 
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Module 8
LESSON 3 – BUILDING OUT YOUR TEAM

Module 8, Lesson 3
- Building Out Your 
Team
To build out your team you need 
to know

◦ Where you need more skill
◦ Where you need more time
◦ Where you need more skill – hire 

professionals
◦ Where you need more time – hire 

support

Module 8, Lesson 3
- Building Out Your 
Team
Where You Need More Skill

◦ Hire professionals as you need them
◦ CPA - strategy
◦ Business Attorney / Real Estate 

Attorney– contracts
◦ Business Coach
◦ Estate Planning Attorney – trusts, 

wealth planning
◦ Typically hourly or project / program 

based

◦ Hire the best you can find for the level 
you are at

◦ Don’t be afraid to move on as you grow
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Module 8, Lesson 3
- Building Out Your Team
Where You Need More Time

◦ Figure out 2 things
◦ Where you need the help

◦ What you will do with the time

◦ Decide if you need someone part-time or full-time
◦ If you need someone full-time but can’t afford it, start part-time or with a service 

e.g. VA

◦ Decide if the person really needs to be near your business
◦ Decide if you want an employee, independent contractor or help 

from a staffing agency. 
◦ Build out as you can afford it and need the help
◦ Remember that contracts 

Module 8
LESSON 4 – MANAGING YOUR TEAM REMOTELY. 

Module 8, Lesson 4
- Managing Your 
Team Remotely
For many entrepreneurs most of the team is 
remote; i.e. not sitting in your livingroom.

No one will care about your business as much as 
you do, so it is up to you to manage your team. 

◦ Set standards – no customer request goes 
unanswered for more than 4 hours; rental 
properties must be inspected every 6 mos. 

◦ Set key result areas – 80% customer 
satisfaction rate

◦ Make what you are inspecting is measurable 
so there is no argument, especially in a SOW

◦ Set policies for employees – hours, check-ins, 
expense reimbursements
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Module 8, Lesson 4
- Managing Your Team Remotely

Mistakes happen.  You need a system to find them and ask to have 
them corrected.
◦ That means you need to review the work. 

◦ Financial statements for bookkeepers

◦ Social media posts, emails for marketing

◦ Automated reports

Give your team samples, templates, roleplay 
◦ 3-ways are great for training anyone speaking directly with a 

client; e.g. sales reps. 

Module 9
THE FUN STUFF - EXPENSES

Module 9
LESSON 1 – WHAT IS A NORMAL BUSINESS EXPENSE
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Module 9, Lesson 1
- What Is a Normal 
Business Expense
Anything that is ordinary and 
necessary for your business.

And in proportion to the size of 
your business. 

Bottom Line – use your discretion 
within the tax code.

Module 9, Lesson 1
- What Is a Normal Business Expense
A business expense is anything that is an ordinary expense 
for a business in the industry you are in.

◦ Have to have a business – profit intent
◦ Business must be open
◦ Expense is necessary to help you make income
◦ If the expense is extraordinary for your industry, you need to 

document it and show how it helps you make money
◦ Good to link to your marketing plan
Note:  Your idea may be bad but if you thought it would help you 
earn income, it is a valid expense

Module 9, Lesson 1
- What Is a Normal Business Expense
In reasonable proportion to the size of your business

◦ $500 dinner may be inappropriate for $5000 contract

Large expense may be required to ramp

Again – business or marketing plan helps
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Module 9, Lesson 1
- What Is a Normal Business Expense
Bottom Line – use your discretion within the 
tax code.

Do things that make sense

Don’t try to game the system
◦ Don’t pretend going to the grocery store has a business 

purpose if it doesn’t

◦ Set up your mailbox where the grocery store is

◦ Go to Costco for a computer and get your salad at the same 
time

Module 9
LESSON 2 – MEALS, TRAVEL, ENTERTAINMENT

Module 9, Lesson 2
- Meals, Travel & Entertainment
Meals

◦ Business
◦ Travel
◦ Employee

All meals 50%

Meals with spouse
◦ Discussing business = business expense
◦ IRS will be really suspicious if you claim every meal
◦ If a different business partner probably would not have come, don’t claim it

Pigs get fat.  Hogs get slaughtered.
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Module 9, Lesson 2
- Meals, Travel & Entertainment
Travel

◦ Transportation
◦ Purpose of the trip must be business

◦ Must work a majority of business days you are away

◦ Daily Expenses
◦ Claim only if you worked at least 4 hours

◦ Additional Expenses
◦ To look professional – use in moderation

Module 9, Lesson 2
- Meals, Travel & Entertainment
Entertainment

◦ Not deductible for clients
◦ Deductible 100% for employees
◦ Be careful if your family members are employees

Module 9
LESSON 3 - ASSETS
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Module 9, Lesson 3
- Assets
Transferring Assets

◦ Transfer as part of your capitalization
◦ Determine fair market value of each item – sales receipt if new, 

Craig’s list, eBay, FB marketplace
◦ Company can purchase assets from you 

◦ Use fair market value, less than you paid – do not inflate the cost or 
you may owe tax on the sale

◦ Partners should agree – create resolution
◦ Company writes you a check

◦ Lend money to the company to pay the check if necessary
◦ Assign the assets to the company

Company can purchase new assets
◦ Create resolution to expense if under $2,500

Module 9
LESSON 4 - CAR

Module 9, Lesson 4
- Car
Company or Personal?

◦ 50% of mileage is business – company or separate LLC

◦ Less than 50% - personal 

◦ Car should be reasonable for your business

Company
◦ Business pays all the expenses

◦ Insurance will be higher

◦ Personal mileage is a taxable benefit

Personal
◦ You pay all the expenses

◦ Company reimburses mileage at the IRS approved rate
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Module 9, Lesson 4
- Car
Log Mileage

◦ Starting mileage
◦ Ending mileage
◦ Where you went 
◦ Purpose

◦ If personal, just say personal

◦ If using electronic app, have your VA print out at 
least once a month and save in the cloud

◦ If using a logbook, have your VA scan in the 
pages once a month and save in the cloud

Company
◦ Give CPA car particulars – make, model, year
◦ Tax time – give CPA total mileage for the year 

and % personal mileage in addition to the 
company books

Personal
◦ Once a month print out your log, add up 

business miles, multiple by the IRS approved rate 
and claim your reimbursement

Module 9, Lesson 4
- Car
Keeping Your Vehicle Personal

◦ Leave the vehicle in your name and charge mileage 
at approved IRS rate (57.5 cents per mile)
◦ Tell your insurance company about any business use
◦ In the event of an accident on company business, 

◦ If a driver was driving, both the company and the driver may 
be sued
◦ Puts the business at risk

◦ If you were driving, both the business and you may be sued
◦ Put all assets at risk

Put Vehicle in the Business
◦ Assign the vehicle to the company by resolution

◦ Tell your insurance company about business use
◦ Company pays all costs
◦ In the event of an accident on company business, same

Put Vehicle into a Separate LLC
◦ Lease the vehicle to the business on an arm’s length contract
◦ May be wise to hire driver into the same LLC
◦ In the event the business is sued, and the vehicle is not involved 

it should be safe
◦ In the event of an accident on company business, the LLC and 

driver may be sued
◦ Only the LLC assets are at risk
◦ In large company with high risk, may place each vehicle in its 

own LLC

Make you decision based on risk involved

Module 10
LET’S TALK OFFICE
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Module 10
LESSON 1 – RULES, RULES, RULES

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Requirements to Write Off Any Office 

Must have a business

Must meet 1 of 3 tests
◦ The principal place of business test
◦ The place for meeting patients, clients or customers test
◦ The separate structure test

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA-NC

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
You Must Have a Business

The IRS considers the following to be 
businesses

◦ Providing services
◦ Selling – retail & wholesale, including internet 

sales
◦ Trading, if the trader qualifies under IRS rules as 

a Trader
◦ Wholesaling real estate
◦ Flipping real estate

The IRS does not consider the following to be 
businesses

◦ Managing investments
◦ Trading, if the Trader does not qualify under IRS 

rules
◦ Renting real estate
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Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
The Principal Place of Business Test

◦ This is the test used most often to write off a 
home office

◦ Must use the home office regularly and 
exclusively as the principal place of business
◦ Regularly = more than infrequently

◦ Exclusively = used only for business

◦ Exclusively means only business things can be in 
the area. 

The Place to Meet Patients, Clients or 
Customers Test

◦ Must use office regularly to meet patients, 
clients or customers

The Separate Structure Test
◦ Office must be in a separate structure such as a 

detached garage or guest house
◦ Must be used exclusively for business

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Two Offices – Outside the home + Home Office

◦ Can deduct the home office if you meet 1 of the 3 tests + you have 
a purpose for needing a second office.
◦ Need to split up the functions of the business

Writing Off Storage
◦ Storage for products sold from your home business

◦ Space does not need to be used exclusively for business 

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Business Office Write Offs

◦ Outside Office
◦ Rent, utilities, % ground maintenance, communications etc.

◦ Home Office 
◦ Write off is based on the % of total square footage of the house represented by 

the office.   Write off a % of

◦ Mortgage

◦ Utilities

◦ Cleaning

◦ Maintenance
◦ Insurance

◦ Write off 100% of anything benefiting the office only; e.g. painting the office
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Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Writing Off Home Office for LLC

◦ If LLC is taxes as a sole proprietor, write off expenses on 
Schedule C of the personal tax return

◦ If the LLC is taxed as a partnership, write off home office if that 
is where you do your part of the business

Writing Off Home Office for LLC Taxed as a Corporation
◦ Calculate home office expenses
◦ Record items in the correct categories; e.g. insurance
◦ Take a reimbursement from the company for the total

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Setting Up an Outside Office

◦ Rent office space.  Lease may require a personal 
guarantee
◦ Rent may include utilities, communications, maintenance

◦ Read the lease carefully

◦ Move in furniture and equipment

Setting Up Home Office
◦ Space must be used exclusively for business and 

must be delineated
◦ Move in your own assets or purchase through 

the business
◦ Take a picture of the completed office

What to Consider Before You Move an Asset
◦ Just because you can transfer an asset into your 

company doesn’t mean you should do it.
◦ Assets moved into the business  are owned by 

the business, not by you. 
◦ Before you move an  asset into the LLC, ask how 

likely is it that this business might be sued?
◦ If the business is sued and the judgment exceeds 

what your insurance will pay, you will need to 
sell the assets in the company to pay the rest of 
the judgment

Module 10, Lesson 1
- Rules, Rules, Rules
Outside Office

◦ Location may determine where to put your 
mailbox.
◦ Drive from home to first business stop is commute.

◦ Drive from first business stop to office is business mileage.

◦ Drive from office to business stop is business.

◦ Drive from last business stop to home is commute. 

◦ Consider who picks up your mail.
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Module 10
LESSON 2 – BACK OFFICE FOR YOUR VA

Module 10, Lesson 2
- Back Office For Your VA
Get into the habit of using systems for your VA

◦ Expense receipts, invoices, statements
◦ Launch Package for Minutes
◦ Keap – client information CRM
◦ Slack / Teams,  Voxer – communications
◦ ClickUp – content calendar, task list, business calendar

Module 10, Lesson 2
- Back Office For Your VA
Expense receipts, invoices, statements

◦ Give VA access to put into online folders

◦ Monthly Folders – Invoices, Payments, Receipts, Statements, Transfers

◦ May need to go into your email, access your cc accounts etc.  so check security 
options

◦ Give VA access to your bookkeeper for financial resolutions

◦ Some information will be on the statements, but she will need to talk to your 
bookkeeper for details.
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Module 10, Lesson 2
- Back Office For Your VA
Create Minutes and Resolutions

◦ Minutes – document what went on in a meeting
◦ VA needs to be there to create the minutes or get relevant info from the 

Secretary

◦ Can use the template in the package for annual meeting

◦ Resolutions
◦ Monthly – use checklist and templated from the package to create relevant 

resolutions

◦ VA will send resolutions for signature in PandaDoc to the Managers or to the 
Members if the decisions requires Member approval

◦ Need to give her a copy of the operating agreement

◦ Needs access to electronic signature software

◦ VA will receive a copy of the signed resolutions back to put into the cloud. 

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Module 10, 
Lesson 2
- Back Office For 
Your VA
Keap

◦ Client information system
◦ VA needs access to update 

information
◦ Use to set up email campaigns

◦ VA needs access to check if 
someone got an email 

Krista Bakker - Demo

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY

Module 10, Lesson 2
- Back Office For Your VA
Slack / Teams 

◦ Use for communications
◦ Message VA so she sees what you need as soon as she comes 

online
◦ Other members of the team can see the message also so they 

can work with your VA to get the issue taken care of.

Voxer
◦ Can be used for urgent messages
◦ Make sure your VA contract allows for urgent interruptions
◦ Your assistant will plan her day around her scheduled hours and 

may not be in her office

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-ND
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Module 10, Lesson 2
- Back Office For 
Your VA
ClickUp

◦ Your VA will use ClickUp to run your back 
office

◦ Input dates for 
◦ LLC annual reports
◦ Business license renewals
◦ Dba renewals
◦ Sales & Use tax or other financial reports 

to the state
◦ Monthly resolutions
◦ Annual meeting
◦ Quarterly meetings with CPA
◦ Tax info to your CPA
◦ Content calendar

Add tasks
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